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I William Michael Marley, Engineer (retired), make oath and state as follows:
Background
1.

I am a retired geotechnical engineer. My career spanned some 50 years from 1967 until
2016.

2.

My early career began in the Irrigation and Water Supply Commission, which became,
over time, SunWater. I was involved in geotechnical investigations and some early
design work on water retaining structures, such as dams and weirs. I later worked for
Golder Associates for fourteen years as Principal.

3.

I hold a Bachelor of Engineering (Civil) and Master of Engineering Science
(Geotechnical).

4.

A copy of my curriculum vitae is attached hereto as "MMl".
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5.

My role at Paradise Dam was as the Project Manager of the Golder input to the project.
Golder was not a member of the Burnett Water Alliance. Golder provided assistance
during the bidding stage and then was subcontracted during the design and construction
process to SMEC, which was one of the Alliance partners.

6.

Golder' s scope of works was set out in its subcontract with SMEC, a copy of which is
attached hereto as "MM2".

7.

In broad terms, Golder's role was to assess the geological and geotechnical conditions
at the site.

Involvement at the bidding and design stages
Logging ofdrill core

8.

Golder was first involved in the project providing advice to SMEC during the bidding
process.

9.

The initial site investigations were not undertaken by Golder, but according to a
program developed by SunWater. I believe that those initial investigations were carried
by the geotechnical section of the Department of Main Roads. All the Alliance partners
were provided with the logs of rock core recovered during that drilling program.

10.

Each Alliance team was given the opportunity to request additional boreholes. There
was a follow-up drilling program, again, I believe, by Main Roads, in which a selected
number of the boreholes requested by the Alliance partners were drilled. Many new
boreholes were drilled however the specifics around the total number drilled, and how
many of those were suggested by Golder, I cannot now remember.

11 .

I subsequently recommended that the cores be re-logged - a task that could be done by
our engineering geologists - because, in my opinion, the logs provided had insufficient
detail satisfactorily to interpret the required parameters for detennining the strength and
defonnation characteristics of the foundation materials.

12.

At that stage, I enlisted the support of Professor Ted Brown, who at the time was
Professor at the University of Queensland and a consultant to Golder. He is an
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rock mechanics engineer. He, together with Professor Evert Hoek, developed the
procedure for est1mating rock mass strength known as the Hoek-Brown method, which
is widely accepted by the rock mechanics eng1neering profession as the appropriate
method by which to estimate the strength of a rock mass, incorporating not only intact
strength of rock fabric but also the number, type, orientation and condition (including
weathering, roughness ,waviness and persistence) of joints and other discontinuities.
With Professor Brown' s assistance, Golder geologists re-logged the cores and
determined the rock strength and deformation criteria in accordance with Professor
Brown's longstanding techniques. That allowed Golder to provide the designers with
the parameters for determining the foundation's capacity to withstand the design loads
and the stresses, while limiting deformations to satisfactory levels.
13.

That was at the bid stage. After the tender had been awarded, Golder:
(a)

undertook further investigations including additional drilling principally in the
area of the relict basalt flow on the right bank and on the alignment of the
proposed diversion channel which would later become the outlet works outflow
channel;

(b)

drilled a number of boreholes and undertook seismic refraction surveys on the left
abutment to investigate a possible area of instability.

Some borehole

inclinometers were installed on the left abutment to monitor any potential

movement of this area. Monitoring continued throughout construction and
showed no movement.
(c)

on the right abutment ridge (secondary spillway area) excavated a number of test
pits to assess for acceptability at the designed depth. A number of plate load tests
were undertaken at or near the plan foundation level as well as a direct shear test.
Seismic refraction surveys along this section of the dam were also undertaken.

14.

I cannot specifically say who requested this and most of the other work referred to in
the material. Whilst Golder was contracted to SMEC, from time to time instructions
would be received from Richard Herewynen (from Hydro Tas) and responses given t
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the Alliance partners generally. The Alliance was, in that respect, seen as a joint
endeavour with requests made and responses given to any member of the team.
Geological mapping

15.

Golder also undertook some geological mapping of the site and its rock outcrops to try
and gain a fuller understanding of the site. That process identified the various
geological units at the site and their relationship with each other, together with any
obvious joints, bedding, contacts and shear zones.

Golder 's work

16.

Golder's work was concerned with the mapping the rock foundation upon which the
dam was to be built. Golder was not involved in detennining the size, requirements or
design of the apron. This was carried out by the civil and hydraulics engineers in the
Alliance design team.

17.

A physical and hydraulic model was commissioned at the SunWater Rocklea
laboratory.

In respect of the dam and apron foundations Golder was tasked with

assessing the foundation conditions which had been opened up by excavation during
construction. Golder Geologists and Geotechnical Engineers undertook mapping of the
exposed foundation which was cleaned up by high pressure air jets or "supersucker"
vacuum trucks. The mapping was very detailed and the entire foundation was divided
into 13 7 "windows" or domains with detailed maps prepared for each domain recording
rock type, weathering and strength estimates as well as the nature, orientation,
persistence and condition of major discontinuities such as shear zones, faults and dykes.
The same information was recorded for minor discontinuities such as minor joints and
shears. The area under the primary spillway apron was subjected to the same level of
mapping, cleanup and treatment as for the remainder of the dam foundation.
18.

After the Report from competing bidders URS!fhiess was received, and at the request
of the Alliance designers Golder undertook a review of the erodibility of areas
downstream of the dam. We were provided with documents from that Report and a
1995 paper entitled "Erodibility" by George Annandale (then of Golder Associate

A.
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referenced in the review. The review was undertaken by Cid Chenery (a Golder
geologist) and formed the basis for a Memo from Brett Collins to Andreas Neumaier
and Richard Herweynen on 19 February 2004 the subject of which was "Issues

regarding potential for erosion downstream of Spillways". The Memo dealt primarily
with the potential for erosion downstream of the secondary spillway and suggested that
consideration be given to possible options for protective measures, but stated that
design analysis would need to be carried out in order to assess practical treatments. The
Memo also stated that the advice could also apply to the left abutment but that further
consideration would need to be given to this area. A covering email for the Memo from
Brett Collins stated inter alia "It is considered that we need to review the adequacy of

what protectionmeasures are proposed". Following issue of the Memo, on 20 February
2004, Brett Collins received a request by email from Andreas Neumaier requesting a
copy of the Annandale paper which was later provided. I am not aware of any further
action having been taken in relation to this issue. Attached hereto is "MM3" is a copy
of the memorandum dated 19 February 2014 referred to above.
19.

Later, in June 2004, in relation to an area downstream of the dam from Chainage 590 to
635, Golder was asked in an email from Tim Griggs dated I 0 June 2004, for

"information on what protection requirements are required (if any) downstream of the
secondary spillway apron near the diversion slot". In an email response David Starr
provided suggested measures and noted that the critical downslope comer of the
downstream batter could be protected with a zone of geofabric and rock armour. He
noted also that there was an interface between the alluvium and basalt and erosion that
could be expected there. The email concludes: "Richard/Tim, how would you like us to

proceed with forma/ising this proposal? Do you have an exact topo plan of the works
which shows levels so that we can advise on areal extent?" I am not aware of any
response to this request. Attached hereto as "MM4" is a bundle of emails referrable to
the matters mentioned in this paragraph.
20.

The usual practice, which I have no reason to believe was departed from here, is for a
geotechnical engineer to advise on the qualities and nature of the rock. The dam
designer then works out what the erosive forces are, and designs accordingly. I
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remember that there was fairly extensive hydraulic modelling of the dam undertaken by
others.
21.

The design of the apron below the primary spillway was carried out by engineers in the
Alliance's design team and relied, as I recall it, very much on the physical hydraulic
models produced at SunWater Rocklea. The design by the Alliance design team
included a RCC spillway apron and end sill.

Subsurface model

22.

The combination of geological mapping and newly logged cores were used by Golder
to develop cross-sections of the site of the Dam. That allowed reasonably detailed
subsurface characterisation and development of a subsurface 3D model using
VULCAN software.

23.

From the existence and persistence of joints and shears in the foundation as principally
determined from the drill cores, (together with water pressure testing in investigation
drill holes) Golder engineers estimated the permeability of the foundation under the
hydraulic heads that would be imposed when the Dam was full. This information was
provided to the designers to enable them to design measures to reduce permeability to
satisfactory levels, thus reducing water loss and limiting the uplift pressures that could
affect the stability of the structure under load.

Diversion channel and the basalt pimple

24.

Golder was involved in assessing the need for stabilising measures for excavations for
the main river diversion channel

25.

As part of this, Golder was asked to look at the possibility that the block of basalt (also
known as the basalt pimple) left between the diversion channel excavation and the main
river channel could be left in place to save the costs of excavation and replacement with
RCC.

A significant drilling investigation was undertaken to characterise the rock

throughout the remnant block of basalt, including permeability testing and cement
grouting (primary, secondary and tertiary). Golder included the caveat that during
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blasting operations for the diversion channel, great care would be needed to ensure that
no blast damage compromised the integrity of the rock. I recall employing a blast
expert (John Heilig, who is a specialist blasting and vibration consultant) to help
monitor blasting to try and minimise the extent of blast damage. Further permeability
testing and grouting was undertaken (where required) after the blasting. An extensive
grouting programme was undertaken to seal a thin brecciated layer underlying the
basalt to reduce the development of hydraulic uplift pressures which would adversely
affect the stability of this part of the foundation and the contiguous sections of the dam
wall.
RCC materials

Finally, Golders was tasked with assessing the suitability of potential construction materials
for use as aggregate in the production of RCC.

Those materials were principally rock

excavated from the diversion channel and sands from the riverbed.
Foundation works

26.

During construction, Golder provided the Alliance designers with information that was
used to establish the planned foundation level for the dam and the designated area of
the spillway apron. We had onsite engineers and geologists working to assess the
appropriate depth of required excavation and the placement of ' dental concrete' in areas
such as shear zones and areas of highly jointed or weathered rock which were required
to be excavated. Those processes were intended to achieve an acceptable foundation
for the Dam, and they are standard practices in dam construction.

27.

At the time, Golder prepared a detailed map of the foundation and the areas that were
being excavated and replaced with dental concrete before placement of RCC.

28.

In the end, I was satisfied that enough had been done to achieve a stable foundation for

the Dam.
29.

Once foundation works were complete, Golder' s geologists developed a documented
process for assessing each area of the foundation before it was accepted for placement
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of the RCC by the geotechnical engineer and the Alliance construction engineer. These
Dam Foundation Inspection records (DFI's) were provided to the Alliance designers as
work proceeded, and were accompanied by a large number of photographs taken as a
record ofthe clean up work. The assessment focused on the quality of rock exposed by
the excavation process and the adequacy of cleaning up of the foundation to ensure
there was no remnant detrital material from the excavation process. The process of
preparing the foundation included cleaning off the foundation to a very high degree
either with air or "super sucker" vacuum machine.
30.

There are no specific tests used in assessing the adequacy of a dam foundation in rock.
Rather a number of methods of characterising the engineering properties of rock masses
have been developed. One of the widely accepted methods (and the one used by Golder
for the assessment of the Paradise Dam foundation properties) is the Geological
Strength Index (GSI). This index is based on an assessment ofthe lithology, structure,
degree of weathering and condition of discontinuity surfaces in the rock mass. It is
estimated from visual examination of the rock mass exposed in outcrops, in surface
excavations and borehole cores. The index is used in conjunction with appropriate
values of the unconfined compressive strength of the intact rock to determine the
mechanical properties of a rock mass such as the compressive strength and def01mation
modulus. The GSI method has been developed by rock mechanics experts such as
Professor Ted Brown and Professor Evert Hoek. Golder were advised by Professor Ted
Brown on the application of this method to their work at Paradise Dam. An assessment
of the approximate depth to plan foundation level is arrived at from these parameters
and checked visually in the field during excavation. Where localised deep weathering
or shears, joints or broken rock are evident, deeper excavation and replacement with
concrete (dental concrete) is required. The foundation will be adequate provided that
the rock is of reasonably uniform quality in terms of strength and potential
deformability. The aim is usually to get slightly weathered to fresh rock as the
foundation for a mass gravity structure of this type.

31.

Methods such as geophysical downhole logging of boreholes could have been
considered for the purpose of assessing if the Dam foundation is in sufficient contact
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with the rock. Golder were not asked to cany out any such works to test the RCC/dam
foundation contact.
32.

I will turn now to address documents that have specifically been referred to me by the
Commission. In the time available to me, I wish to address the following matters
arising from them.

33.

IGE.017.0001;2013 TRP Report No.1
(a)

Borehole logging described as "variable quality " Original boreholes were
logged by QLD Main Roads personnel.

These logs were inadequate to allow their use in assessing rock mass strength
parameters using the Hoek-Brown method. As noted above, Golder consulted
Professor Ted Brown AC (who jointly developed the Hoek-Brown method) and
he assisted Golder geologists to re-log the core to obtain the requisite level of
information to proceed to develop rock mass strength parameters.
(b)

"Foundation mapping during construction is p oor with very little information or
fault. "

I disagree. Golder prepared 137 Dam Foundation Inspection (DFI) reports
covering the dam footprint and apron. Each report comprised the following:
•

A cover sheet showing the location of the area inspected in relation to the
dam footprint.

•

The cover sheet also indicated the number of photos associated with that
individual report. There is no log of the number of photos taken, but they
would run into the thousands - depending on the size and complexity of the
inspected area, the number of photos for individual DFis ranges from about
5 to over 100.

•

Again, we don 't have a log of the total number of mapping sheets.
However, depending on the size of the area inspected there were typically 1
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to 3 mapping sheets recorded for each DFJ - this was a plan view on which
the material strength and weathering characteristics were recorded, along
with location, type and properties of discontinuities.
•

Locations and features were typically defined in terms of chainage along
the dam length, and distance downstream of the grout plinth or dam toe.

•

For major discontinuities or features including faults and dykes, a surveyor
accurately recorded the location and these were presented on more detailed
plans which were attached to the DFI. The DFI 126 report is a good example
of this.

(c)

"'Comprehensive model o.fthe structural geology (particularly the .faults) does not
appear to have been developed. "

This is not correct.
A detailed 3D model of the foundation sub-surface geology was developed using
VULCAN software by Robert Stewart (a Golder geologist who used the software
in other subsurface applications - to my knowledge this was the first such 3D
Model developed for a dam foundation in Queensland). This was based on data
from 158 boreholes and 5 test pits and allowed visualisation of the major
geological units. It also allowed the superimposing of excavation profiles which
assisted in visualising the effects of excavation.
To the best of my recollection, this model was accepted by all members of the
Alliance team and the Peer Reviewers as well as by the Dam Safety Regulator
who commented on its efficacy in assisting overall understanding of the site' s
foundation conditions.
(d)

"Later it was discovered that parts of the rock mass are "highly erodible."

As the foundation was exposed by excavation of the surface alluvium and soil,
the exposed rock surface was mapped in detail (see above). There were areas
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the exposed rock (for example near the base of the left abutments) where faults
and shear zones and weathered dykes were identified which had the potential to
be eroded if left unprotected. Procedures were developed by the design team to
treat these by excavation and replacement with concrete to ensure that they
provided a reasonably uniform foundation for the structure.

(e)

"Inadequate knowledge of the location orientation and engineering properties of
geological faults. .,
It is not clear what this statement is based on. 1 refer to the detail regarding

foundation mapping above.
34.

SUN.009.003.0613 TRP (2019) Report No.1 (29 May 2019)

(a)

"little borehole information downstream ofprimary spillway "
The process by which the site investigation for Paradise Dam was commissioned
differed from the norma] situation where the geotechnical engineer is working
directly for, and in consultation with the design consultant.
In this case, SunWater commissioned the site investigation which included site
investigation drilling, test pitting and seismic refraction surveys. The drilling (and
logging of drill core and test pits) was undertaken by Main Roads Department
staff.
The resulting core logs and test pit logs were provided to all the bidding consortia
for use in developing their respective bid designs and all consortia were offered
the opportunity to request a limited number of additional boreholes to be
undertaken as I recall also by Main Roads Department staff.
It is not clear how many (if any) of the boreholes requested by the Burnett Dam

Alliance team were drilled and I am unable to say how many additional holes
were drilled at this time.
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From a plan of drill holes it appears that there were two holes drilled in the river
bed about 120 m downstream of the darn centreline with a number of drill holes
drilled up to similar distances downstream of the dam centreline on both
abutments.
The selection of drill hole locations generally is undertaken based on initial
geological field mapping to identify broadly the main geological features of
interest together with assessment of critical components of the proposed structure.
So, for example, there is usually a concentration of boreholes within the proposed
footprint of the structure and the critical diversion and outlet works structures.
(b)

"poor cleaning and preparation ofthe foundation occurred during construction "

Procedures for the excavation and clean up of the foundation for seven main areas
of the dam foundation were developed by Golder in consultation with the
Alliance Designers, who provided their requirements in tenns of the maximum
compressive stress and required shear strength parameters in terms of cohesion
"c" and friction angle "0" . These procedures included "Hold Points" for
geotechnical and construction engineering inspections and details of mapping
(see reference to foundation mapping in 29 above). Clean up of foundation
surface was specified to be undertaken with high pressure air jet or "super
sucker" vacuum machine.

There were numbers of instances during construction of instructions being issued
by the Designers to modify the foundation preparation process. Examples
include:

o

File Note 15 May 2004 Corrective Action to Foundation Protection
(SUN. I 20.001 .0015).
"Issue: Following inspection of the foundation protection lay er
with Ernie Schrader on 12 May 2004, it was identified that the
bedding mix applied to the foundation surface was too ro g
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which would potentially lead to small voids at the contact
surface when the bedding layer andRCC is applied."
There follow recommended actions for major zones of the dam. In the
area between Chainage 850 and Chainage 1000 (Right Bank
Secondary Spillway area). Recommended actions included:

"The bedding mix that has been applied to the foundation
to protect the surface does not need to be removed in this
section ofthe dam.
"Grouting of the interface will occur when we undertake
foundation grouting from the dam crest."
o

File Note: 19 May 2004 Foundation Shaping Requirements
(SUN120.001.0025).

"Issue: Based on Ernie Schrader 's observations our current
practices for foundation shaping are too stringent and this level
ofshaping is not required for RCC'
o

Memo from Ernie Schrader to the Alliance in September 2004
in which he states inter alia (DNR.Ol 1.1336):

"As we discussed in the meeting Saturday afternoon, the job is
doing too much clean up wasting time and money. The spec is
clear that a perfect foundation is not necessary."
o

Memo from Richard Herweynen to Bruce Embery on 14
October 2004 regarding clean up under the Spillway Apron in
which the clean up process was changed (possibly as a result of
the memo from Ernie Schrader above). The reviewed process
included the following (DNR.004.8523):
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"The apron excavation surface shall be excavated to expose
slightly weathered rock over 70% ofthe area ofa given block..,
"The excavation crew needs to be instructed to avoid chasing
out '·soft seams " unless specifically instructed to do so by the
site geotechnical engineer."
"The excavated surface shall be either blown off and/or
vacuumed off The majority of loose material shall be removed,
however, a perfect cleaned offsurface is not required (i.e. 90%
clean up is acceptable). .,
"Seams or pockets of highly weathered material shall be
removed to a maximum depth of 0.5 m, as directed by the site
engineer."
In respect of an email from Dr Schrader dated 26 September 2004 (DNR
.001.1336) provided to me in which it is stated that Gregg (assumed to be Greg
Rogos) had agreed with Dr Schrader in discussion that the cleaning was too much
and it should be relaxed, Dr Schrader also states that Greg Rogos commented that
one reason for the excessive cleanup was that new workers were looking for
something to do so they overcleaned. I have since asked Greg Rogos about the
content of the email. He informs me and I believe, that he does not recall making
the comments attributed to him. He did add that typically the cleanup was
undertaken by one small excavator removing the bulk of material with a number
of men cleaning out softer material with hand picks.

38.

IGE.051.0001' TRP (2019) Report No.2 (23 September 2019)

(a)

Table on pp8-9 shows some "open contact " between rocks and layers.
It is not clear whether this might be caused (as is often the case in core drilling in

rock) by the recirculating drilling fluid (whether water or air) whicA!r
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pressure can dislodge particles in joints and fissures and flush them to the surface
leaving a residual void.
To check whether the apparent gap in the core is representative of the actual
insitu condition downhole televiewers can be used to record the condition at the
interface.
39.

SUN.009-002.0001; TRP (2019) Report No.3 (9 December 2019)

(a)

"sub-horizontal features which could run across the width of the dam
foundation " described on p 7 as an "ideal bedrock sliding mechanism ".
The diagram (Fig. 2.1) which this statement appears to rely on shows a very
detailed depiction of a great many sub-surface features in what is described as a

"speculative cross section of the Primary Spillway". The "potential subhorizontal sliding plane" which is described as "an ideal bedrock sliding
mechanism" seems yet to have been confirmed as it is stated that " Geotechnical
and geology studies must focus on "The likelihood and location of this type of
feature".
The level of detail in this diagram is greater than was available to Golder at the
time of the dam design. While a number of features mentioned in this description
were identified (and during foundation mapping and preparation for placement of
RCC dealt with by procedures outlined elsewhere in this statement), I do not
recall that investigation data available from the SunWater/Main Roads
Department investigations, could have resulted in such a detailed sub-surface
model. Reference to the Golder 3D VULCAN Model does not show such detail in
the sub-surface geology.
In undertaking a stability analysis of the potential for sliding instability of the
dam and a block of the foundation rock bounded by a sub-horizontal sliding plane
which dips upstream, there would have to be significant persistence and
continuity of the plane and a plane that was relatively free of roughness
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waviness (which would likely require shearing through relatively intact rock). It
would also require a release feature at or close to the heel of the dam.
It is not possible at this stage for me, on the basis of the knowledge available, to
comment on the likelihood of all of these conditions being met.
(b)

"physical properties of the extensive highly weathered zone are not well
understood" (in the right abutment and secondary spillway)
Between Chainage 750 and Chainage 1000 a number of test pits were excavated
and plate load tests conducted to enable optimal founding levels to be assessed
for the secondary spillway. The RCC designers had specified required Allowable
Bearing Pressures of up to 250 kPa and plate load tests were carried out to assess
modulus values with applied stresses to about 500 kPa (double the allowable
bearing pressures without reaching failure). As required bearing pressures were
relatively low, the foundation properties could be considered in terms of elastic
modulus (rather than Allowable Bearing Pressures) and shear strength parameters
[in terms of cohesion (c) and friction angle (0)].
Seismic refraction surveys by MRD indicated the presence of extremely
weathered to highly weathered meta siltstone and moderately weathered meta
siltstone (Goodnight Beds) approximately 8 to 10 m thick between chainage 750
to 1000. In order to limit excavation costs and volumes of RCC, the Alliance
designers sought to establish the highest possible founding level which satisfied
the design criteria (strength and bearing capacity). Target test depths were set at
between about 1 m and 2.5 m where the top surface of extremely weathered
Goodnight Beds was present.
Nine plate load tests were undertaken with moduli values assessed for various
stress ranges. In addition, on completion of plate load tests a simple shear test was

U---

undertaken excavating on three sides around a column and applying a load on top
of the column using a 30 tonne excavator. Loads were applied to the column
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25 tonne jack. From the test, strength parameters were determined with c in the
range of 45 to 52kPa and 0 in the range of so· toss ·.
In the right abutment area (presumed to be to the right of the outlet works) an area
was termed "transition zone" between Chainages 635 to 770 at the time. This area
was the subject of a specific mapping procedure at the time of excavation and
clean up with required shear strength parameters and maximum stress specified
by the designers. It was mapped in detail as part of the overall foundation
mapping and recorded in the 13 7 individually mapped " windows" on areas of the
foundation.
(c)

"Ifsecondary spillway is activated, the right abutment could be destabilised"
The potential for erosion of the extremely to distinctly weathered Goodnight Beds
downstream of the secondary spillway was recognised (Section 8 of Geotechnical
Design Report). Protection against impact erosion of the toe of the structure was
provided by an Alliance designed RCC apron, with an upstand or sill at its outer
edge.
Tail water levels [at the time of overtopping of the secondary spillway (1 in 1000
AEP event) and for the 1 in 10,000 AEP event] were such that for flood events in
this range there was potential for erosion of near surface materials downstream of
the wall by overland flow and possibly (in some locations) from flow parallel to
the dam wall between the end sill and the excavated surface downstream of the
sill.
Practical treatments to minimise impact of overland flow induced erosion were
suggested in the memo referred to earlier from Brett Collins to the Alliance
design team (19 February 2004) including:
o

Construction of a cut-off wall at the outer end of the apron down to
medium strength rock.
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o

Possible placement of rip rap in the channel between the end sill and
the excavated face immediately downstream over a limited depth of
the secondary spillway.

It is worth noting that in his Design Review Report, Dam Expert Jack Linard states in
respect of this area (DNR.013.7859):

"It should be noted that the only function of this sequence of the secondary
spillway is to serve as a non-erodible cap in the rare event of overtopping (1 in
1000 injlow.flood); the reservoir rim integrity is not compromised by erosion of
weak insitu material."
40.

GHD.002.0001 Detailed Design Report (Section 2 Geology)
(a)

Perry, Electra and Bullard faults are mentioned (p2-l/0025 and App C)
These faults are identified in the regional geological mapping as among the major
faults in the Burnett Region. They trend North North West and are located at their
closest point to the dam some 12 to 15 km to the north east and south west of the
site.
There are other minor faults identified closer to the site but in a regional sense
none is sufficiently close to have caused concern. Faults noted at the site were of
a much smaller scale and when encountered in the foundation, ifweathered, were
treated by excavation and replacement with dental concrete.

(b)

Very high strength meta-sedimentary rocks of Goodnight Beds underlie the whole
ofthe site.
In answer to the question what constitutes "the site", this would cover the area of
construction works i.e. the dam wall, the diversion works and outlet works and
would include associated temporary structures such as upstream and downstream

J'L)_

cofferdams.

(c)

Erosion Protection is dealt with in para 2.8from p2-710032
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(i)

The Goodnight Beds -

"These materials, although relatively closely

jointed, are generally erosion resistant.
"Closely jointecf' refers to the fact that joints or discontinuities in the rock
occur at close centres so that the rock could potentially be broken into small
blocks.
In terms of resistance to erosion, this is determined in part by the spacing
between joints (with larger spacings leading to larger potential block sizes)
but also by the condition roughness and orientation of the joints or
discontinuities, as well as the magnitude of the erosive force. So that a rock
could be relatively closely jointed with tight unweathered surfaces between
blocks and orientation of the joints such that the direction of the eroding
force is at or close to perpendicular to the joint direction and be classed as

"erosion resistant".
Detail Design Report, Appendix C "Geotechnical Design" starting at p0686

(d)

Could you explain the process that is undertaken in establishing the geology of a
site.
The process of establishing the geology of a site generally commences with
reviewing the published regional geological information in the vicinity of the site
to establish in broad terms the geological setting including the major geological
units and associated rock types; the geological history; and any major geological
structures such as faults or intrusions that could impact the site.
This is followed by preliminary field mapping of rock exposures at or near the
site to assess the type and condition (in terms of weathering, jointing fracturing,
etc.) ofrocks in the vicinity of the site. This can be done in eroded sides of rivers,
streams and gullies and/or local excavations for structures, road cuttings, etc. The
data from these observations would be recorded on a map of the site and adjacent
areas and would then be used to prepare a targeted site investigation programm
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to fill in gaps m the data in areas critical to the proposed structures. The
investigation programme would be designed with specific reference to the design
features set by the designer and could include drilling to establish depth to rock,
drilling to recover rock core for assessment of the condition of the rock, its
strength parameters, penneability etc. Other techniques such as geophysical
techni_ques including seismic refraction surveys can also be deployed where the
velocity of transmission of a shock wave at the ground surface through various
subsurface layers provides information on the depth and condition of various subsurface layers.
(e)

It appears that boreholes were undertaken by parties other than Golder eg.
Sun Water and Department of Main Roads

This has been described elsewhere in this Statement.

(f)

"Relevance ofthe dykes ident~fied "

Where dykes (which are intrusions into the surrounding bedrock and generally of
limited width and near vertical dip) were encountered in the foundation, generally
if they were weathered to the point that their strength and compressibility
characteristics were significantly lower than the requirement for that part of the
foundation, they were excavated (generally to a depth equivalent to the width of
the dyke) and backfilled with dental concrete.
(g)

Table at p712: Are these findings constrained in the explanations at pp0716-77
(or 0722-3)

Table 3.2 on page 712 presents the following data defined by chainage (and dam
sections e.g. left abutment, primary spillway, etc.);
1.

Excavation elevation and depth

2.

Dam height
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3.

Stability analysis requirements (expressed as upstream and downstream
stresses)

4.

Moduli

5.

Visual descriptions (rock strength and weathering)

The explanations on pages 716-717 include general description of items 3 and 5
above (i.e. Range of stress values and typical material properties). Specific
explanation is provided of the moduli values, namely that the left abutment values
were based on a correlation between Geological Strength Index (GSI) and seismic
velocity; and for the primary spillway values were based on correlation between
average intact uniaxial compressive strength and intact modules (after D.U. Deere
and R.P. Miller), and between intact modulus and mass modulus via a rock mass
factor, j.
The explanations on pages 722-723 include information on item 1 above, namely
how proposed excavation levels relate to the different material types and
characteristics that were expected. This was generally infonned by site
investigation data: in the primary spillway this was based in part on observation
of slightly weathered Goodnight Beds exposed in the river bed; on the right
abutment this was based on removal of the upper vesicular zone in the basalt and
on other flood and discharge design considerations; and on the secondary
spillway this was based on striking a balance between the larger dam height at the
eastern side of the outlet works and the smaller dam height in the vicinity of
Chainage 770.

(h)

"What attention was given to erosion issues by Golder " (p0760)
Section 8 of Golders Geotechnical Design Report deals with Erosion Protection.
Reference is made to a paper by Annandale entitled "Erodibility" published in
1995.
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Annandale' s paper indicates that hydraulic erodibility of natural and earth
materials, including both soil and rock, can be evaluated in tenns of a correlation
between rate of energy dissipation of flowing water and erodibility classification
of the materials. Earth materials ranging from cohesionless granular soil through
massive hard rock can be characterised in terms of an "erodibility index".
The parameters of the index include key material and mass properties that can be
measured in the field including earth/rock mass strength, block/particle size,
discontinuity/insitu-particle bond shear strength, shape of material units and their
orientation relative to the flow.
The relative magnitude of erosive power of flowing water is represented by rate
of energy dissipation for a variety of flow conditions including hydraulic jumps
grade changes and open channel flow. Erodibility downstream of the secondary
spillway is dealt with in Section 32(c) of this Statement.
With respect to the main spillway, Golder noted the design features which assist
in minimising the potential for erosion to include:
o

Founding the spillway and apron in slightly weathered to fresh
Goodnight Beds.

o

Provision of downstream stilling basin (RCC apron and end sill)
reducing the potential for strong erosive jets along the riverbed
(design of this feature principally from hydraulic modelling by
others).

o

Stepped downstream face of spillway which assists m energy
dissipation of spillway discharges.

In a Peer Review of Foundation Adequacy in April 2004, Brian Shannon (the
Chief Design Engineer at SunWater at the time) comments as follows
(SUN.245.003.0006):
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"Erosion of the riverbed downstream of the primary spillway will be minimised
due to two factors- (a) steps on the spillway at low flows and (b) high tailwater at
significant flows. No doubt some erosion ofthe rock downstream ofthe dissipator
apron will occur initially with little consequence. Because ove1:flows will be
regular, it is desirable to try to minimise on-going erosion by identifying adverse
geomet1y of the rock and/or suspect jointing and by treating the areas
appropriately either by anchored backfill or concrete blanketing. Such a proposal
has been drafted and I would support its adoption".
Brian Shannon' s comments recognise that early overflows of the spillway would
clean off the stream bed downstream of the apron making it clearer if and when
such remediation would be required given that the area immediately downstream
of the apron was covered by the downstream cofferdam for the duration of
construction operations.
Following the 2013 flood event, URS Australia was commissioned by Carter
Newell to undertake an independent technical review of damage caused to the
Paradise Dam Spillway during the 2013 discharge event.
The URS report (Document SWA.512.00 1.0588) includes Computational Fluid
Dynamics computer modelling of the discharge flows experienced in the 2010
and 2013 discharge events and geotechnical and erosion assessment by Dr
George Annandale (then of Golder Associates).
Key conclusions stated in the report include:

o

"The hydraulic design of the dissipator structure is not well
documented in the Detailed Design Report and there is no evidence of
independent technical reviews being carried out on either the
spillway design or the physical model study";

o

"The length of the dissipator apron is relatively short compared to the
length required by the USBR guidelines"
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o

"Engineering judgement is required to select a suitable sill height.
However the lm high end sill provided is less than recommended by
the USER guidelines."

o

"In some areas of the dissipator apron the mapped foundation
conditions during construction showed much poorer quality rock than
expected during the design. No construction report is available to
confirm if the dissipator design was reviewed given the change in
actual foundation conditions. However given that the design of the
dissipator structure was reliant on the quality of the foundation
downstream of the dissipator, the dissipator design should have been
reviewed and remedial works should have been implemented to
protect the poor quality foundation materials downstream of the
spillway."

o

"In summary, based on the information made available for the
independent technical review it is our opinion that the primary reason
that the damage occurred to the Paradise Dam spillway during the
2010 and 2013 spillway discharge events was a result a_(poor design.
The extent of erosion damage downstream o.f the dam was
compounded by areas ofpoor quality rock that were identified during
construction. However no remedial action was taken to protect these
areas ofpoor quality materials from erosion."

During construction, mapping and cleanup and treatment of foundation 1ssues
were confined to the areas within the footprint of the dam and appurtenant works
(including the dissipater apron whose dimensions were detennined by the
hydralic designers. Golder was not requested to extend the scope of its to
mapping outside the confines of the dam footprint by the Alliance contractor.
And even if Golder had been asked to extend mapping downstream of the Apron,
it would not have been possible as the downstream cofferdam (a temporary
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structure to provide protection of the works area from river flows during
construction) covered the area immediately downstream of the apron.
41.

John Young's Witness Statement
(a)

Refers to the Paradise and Apron Faults (paras 12 and 14)

I am not aware of faults that were named "Paradise" or "Apron" faults at the time
of Golders involvement in the investigation and design stages of Paradise Dam.
(i)

A series of faults, joints and dykes was identified during mapping at time of
construction (some at and near the locations of features now described as
"Paradise" and "Apron" faults) resulting in areas of broken rock and soil,
some of which we described as "brecciated" rather than Melange as
described by John Young. This was a focus of foundation preparation in
which our field geologist and engineer specified significant excavation and
replacement with dental concrete under the Dam and apron.

(ii)

At para 29, Young refers to the erodibility ofthis rock

Golders approach to the erodibility of the rock is dealt with at Section 32 of
this statement.
(iii)

Testing of this rock is difficult with conventional methods
lt is agreed that testing of rock cores (if able to be recovered) from such

areas is difficult. This is one of the reasons that Professor Brown AC and
Professor Hoek developed their technique for assessing rock mass strength
by taking into account other visually assessed parameters including
strength, weathered, frequency and nature of discontinuities, and block
stzes.
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OATHS ACT 1867 (DECLARATION)

I, William Michael Marley, do solemnly and sincerely declare that:
(1) This written statement by me dated 2 March 2020 is true to the best of my

knowledge and belief; and

(2) I make this statement knowing that if it were admitted as evidence, I may be
liable to prosecution for stating in it anything I know to be false.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and
by virtue of the provisions of th Oaths Act 1867.

Taken and declared before me at ..m!~1.<;~~- .. ~ .L!.ss!'!S:!.-A~ this

....J(<;a ...... day of .. !!).0/!-. s~ tf........ 2020.

~~···················

Taken By ..•
Jndiee ef the Peaee I Cemmiuiener wr DeelaraU@IU I Lawyer
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MIKE MARLEY

Golder Associates Pty Ltd - Brisbane
Principal & Senior Geotechnical Engineer

Education
Bachelor of Engineering
Civil, University of
Queensland, Brisbane,
1966
Master of Engineering
Science Geomechanics,
University of Queensland,
Brisbane, 1973

Mike Marley has had more than forty years experience since graduation as a civil
engineer, initially in the public sector in the investigation and design of water
infrastructure, and for the last thirty-five years as a geotechnical engineering
consultant. During his career he has worked on major civil and mining
infrastructure projects in Australia, the UK and PNG; initiated his own
geotechnical consultancy and built it to be one of the top 400 private companies
in Queensland ; and been an active participant in professional organisations (he
is a past Queensland President of Engineers Australia and a former member of
the Board of Professional Engineers in Queensland) a past Chairman of the
National Engineering Registration Board and was the 2005 Queensland
Professional Engineer of the Year.. He is currently a Principal of Golder
Associates Pty Ltd, and since 2006 has been the Australian representative on
the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) Technical Committee on
Embankment Dams.

Employment History
Golder Associates- Brisbane, Australia
Principal (2003 to 2016)
Following the merger of Earthtech Consultants (Qid) Pty Ltd with Golder
Associates, responsible for business development and project management of
geotechnical investigation/design for major infrastructure projects. Major project
involvements include Project Director, Geotechn ical Investigations for Kinchant
Dam upgrade, Connors River, Traveston Crossing and Wyaralo ng Dam Projects,
Principals' Engineer for Design and Construction Eidsvold Weir, Lead
Geotechnical Engineer for Design and Construction of Burnett River Dam .

Earthtech Consultants (Qid) Piy Ltd- Brisbane, Australia
Principal Engineer/Managing Director (1996 to 2002)
Civil, geotechnical and environmental engineering ; planning and directing site
investigations; planning and construction of dams and tailings dams;
compaction of earth and rock materials; environmental auditing and site
contamination assessments. Specialising in Geotechnical and Environmental
aspects of Infrastructure development for the Power, Water, Mining and
Transport Industries, specific projects included: Investigations and prel iminary
design for Eidsvold Weir on the Burnett River for Burnett Water Pty Ltd; Dam
Safety Review for Bill Gunn Dam for DNR; and investigation and embankment
design for earth dam at Calide Coal Mine; and geotechnical investigations for
South West Queensland to Mt lsa Pipeline.

CMPS & F- Brisbane, Australia
Northern Region Manager, Environmental (1993 to 1996)
Responsible for the overall management of environmental and water resources
projects, including EIS for South West Queensland to Mt lsa Gas Pipeline.

Hollingsworth Dames & Moore- Brisbane, Australia
Managing Consultant (1979 to 1993)
Responsible for geotechnical division. Specific projects included geotechnical
investigations for Gyranda and Gayndah Weirs, Gladstone Aluminium Refinery &
proposed Bowen Aluminium Refinery and Aluminium Smelter and geotechnical
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construction aspects of ash disposal facilities at Tarong and Callide ' 8' Power
Stations, and the Gateway Arterial Road and Logan Motorway Projects.

Irrigation and Water Supply Commission - Brisbane, Australia
(1975 to 1979)
Engaged in planning and directing a large number of geotechnical investigations
for major dams and weirs in Queensland , includ ing Wivenhoe, Split-Yard Creek,
Cania, Boondooma and Beardmore Dams and Glebe Weir.

Rofe Kennard and Lapworth, Consulting Engineers - London,
England
(1972 to 1974)
Engaged in design of remedial works for earth dams including provision of
enlarged spillway capacity and earthworks for embankment stabilisation .
Assisted with computer simulation studies of multisource water supply systems,
as part of planning for upgrade of Manchester water supply.

Irrigation and Water Supply Commission- Brisbane, Australia
Civil Engineer (1967 to 1972)
Engaged in site investigation work for major dams, hydraulic and structural
design of weirs, dam appurtenant works and irrigation channel and pipe
reticulation works
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE- GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
Review of Flood
Damage and Proposed
Remediation Works
Old, Australia

Undertook independent review of flood damage and remediation works proposed
for Insurers of water storage assets for major Queensland water utility following
2011 floods .

Failure of Hydro Power
Station Dam
NSW, Australia

Undertook independent review of cause of fa ilure of concrete-faced rockfill dam
and possible remediation options for Insurers of the assets following 2013 floods.

Flood Levee Failure
Coal Mine, Bowen
Basin
Old, Australia

Undertook independent third party review of the design for reconstruction of
failed sections of flood levee and upgrade and extension of the entire levee
system for the mine owner following 2008 floods.

Kinchant Dam Upgrade
Project
OLD, Australia

Project Director for investigations for SunWater to assess feasibility of raising
Kinchant Dam in Central Queensland. Geotechnical investigations aim to collate
all of the existing data from previous phases of investigation and to target
additional geotechnical investigations to develop the geological model for the
foundation and assess the performance of the current structure.

Connors River Dam
QLD, Australia

Project Director for geotechnical investigations for SunWater to assess
foundation conditions and suitable construction materials sources for a proposed
major dam on the Connors River in Central Queensland. This investigation
includes multiple seismic refraction traverses, drilling and sampling for dam
foundation and proposed spillway structure including downhole geophysics; and
investigations to assess availability of suitable construction materials.

Traveston Crossing
Dam
QLD, Australia

Project leader for investigations for Sunwater to assess foundation conditions for
proposed major dam of Traveston Crossing on the Mary River near Gympie . This
investigation included: multiple seismic refraction traverses; drilling and sampling
for dam foundation and diversion/spillway channel excavation; investigations to
assess availability of suitable construction materials and an assessment of
reservoir rim seepage potential.

Wyaralong Dam
OLD, Australia

Project leader for investigations for Sunwater to assess foundation conditions for
proposed major dam on Teviott Brook near Beaudesert. This investigation
included : multiple seismic refraction traverses; drilling and sampling for dam
foundation and proposed spillway structure; and investigations to assess the
availability of suitable construction materials.

South Mclean Weir
OLD, Australia
Burnett River Dam
OLD, Australia

Eidsvold Weir
OLD , Australia

Project leader for investigations to assess centre of bank failure leading to
bypass of weir and investigation and design of remediation measures, for
Beaudesert Shire Council .
Lead Geotechnical Engineer for Burnett River Dam Alliance, providing specialist
geotechnical engineering input for the design of dam foundations, outlet works
excavations and engineering materials properties for a major roller compacted
concrete dam .
Project leader for geotechnical investigation for proposed weir (including drill ing,
seismic refraction and construction materials search) followed by preliminary weir
design, and preparation of preliminary design drawings, cost estimate, and
specification clauses for Burnett Water Pty. Ltd . Principal's Engineer, providing
technical advice during development of Tender Documentation, Tender review
and throughout final design and construction.
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Dumaresq Dam
NSW, Australia

Project Leader for geotechnical investigation and stability analysis for existing
100 year cyclopean concrete gravity dam, and recommendations for possible
methods of stabilisation, for Armidale Dumaresq Council.

Dam Safety Review Bill
Gunn Dam
QLD, Australia

Project leader for the Bill Gunn Dam Safety Review for Department of Natural
Resources.

Water Supply Dam,
Callide Coal Mine
QLD , Australia

Project Manager for geotechnical investigations for foundations and side channel
spillway for 20m high earth fill dam at Call ide Coal Mine in central Queensland;
geotechnical design for the embankment dam; and supervision of construction of
the embankment including overall responsibility for construction quality
assurance testing.

Stream Diversion at
Callide Coal Mine
QLD, Australia

Project manager for geotechnical investigation and development of ground
improvement programme for a stream re-alignment across an existing mine
overburden wastedump.

Nathan Dam Project
Review
QLD, Australia

Member of review team for Nathan Dam Project providing geotechnical and
groundwater assessment, for Sinclair Knight Merz.

Kinchant Dam Safety
Review
QLD, Australia

Member of review panel to assess Dam Safety Report by Department of Natural
Resources.

Dam Spillway Risk
Analysis
QLD , Australia

Member of panel to undertake assessment of Spillway adequacy for major dams
in Queensland , for Department of Natural Resources.

Fairmount Weirs
Longreach, QLD ,
Australia

Geotechnical investigations for remediation of eight flood damaged weirs, for
Fisher Stewart.

Awoonga Dam to
Callide Pipeline
Extension
QLD, Australia

Geotechnical input to Environmental Impact Assessment, for extension to
pipeline to supplement Callide Dam storage, for Montgomery Watson Harza.

Water Infrastructure
Development Options
Study
Cairns, QLD, Australia
Cedar Grove Weir,
Logan River
Brisbane, QLD, Australia
Major Offstream
Irrigation Storage at
Mungindi
QLD, Australia
Central Burnett Water
Infrastructure Study
QLD, Australia

Atherton Tablelands/Cairns Region -geotechnical input to scoping study involving
3 dam and 5 weir sites, as part of an options study by Montgomery Watson
Harza.
Design stage geotechnical investigations for foundation conditions (including
seismic refraction surveys) and sources of construction materials for proposed
weir on the Logan River for SEQ Water.
Geotechnical investigation and design audit, for major offstream storage for
private client.

Geotechnical assessment of a number of dam and weir sites (including seismic
refraction survey and preliminary site investigations).as part of an overall water
resources assessment for the Burnett Catchment, for Montgomery Watson
Harza.
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South Burnett Water
Infrastructure Study
QLD, Australia

Flinders River Dam,
Richmond, QLD,
Australia

Dam Safety Review

MIKE MARLEY

Geotechnical assessment of a number of dam and weir sites (including seismic
refraction surveys and preliminary site investigations) as part of an overall water
resource assessment for the Burnett Catchment, for Maunsell.
Geotechnical investigation for foundation and sources of construction materials
for proposed earth dam, for Mcintyre & Associates.
Review of existing water storage embankment for Blair Athol Coal Mine.

QLD , Australia

Mistake Creek Dam
Winton, QLD, Australia

Failure Investigations
QLD, Australia

Mimosa Creek Dam

Geotechnical investigations for foundations and sources of construction materials
for proposed earth dam , for Mcintyre & Associates.
Investigations to establish cause of failure of a Major Offstream Storage Dam at
Warra (Darling Downs), as part of insurance assessment.
Direction of seismic refraction survey of dam foundation.

Moura, QLD , Australia

Harris River Dam
QLD, Australia

Geotechnical advice to contractor relating to dam foundations and spillway
excavation, for Thiess Contractors.

Gyranda Weir, Dawson
River

Geotechnical investigations for foundations and construction materials, for
Cameron McNamara.

QLD, Australia

Gayndah Weir, Burnett
River

Geotechnical investigations for foundations and construction materials, for Blain
Johnson.

QLD, Australia

Cooktown Water
Supply Dam

Investigations into foundation leakage, hazard analysis and development of
emergency plan.

QLD, Australia

South Edge Dam,
Mitchell River

Preliminary design and embankment stability for embankment dam .

QLD, Australia

Mary River Tidal
Barrage

Geotechnical investigations for foundations for Tidal Barrage on Mary River,
South East Queensland.

QLD, Australia

Wivenhoe Dam
Brisbane, QLD , Australia

Split Yard Creek Dam
QLD, Australia

Cania Dam, Monto

Geotechnical investigations for foundations and construction materials;
installation of geotechnical instrumentation .

Geotechnical investigations for foundations and construction materials for
Wivenhoe Pumped Storage Dam.

Geotechnical investigations for construction materials for Stage 2 construction.

QLD, Australia

Boondooma Dam,
Proston

Geotechnical investigations for foundations and construction materials for
Concrete face rockfill dam .

QLD, Australia
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Honorary Fellow, Institution of Engineers, Australia
Fellow, Australian Institute of Company Directors
Registered Professional Engineer, Queensland.
National Professional Engineers Register, (Civil)
Member, Australian Geomechanics Society.

PUBLICATIONS
Other

(1) Hausmann, M R, Thorn, M, Marley, M. "Ground Modification Techniques in
Waste Management", Geotechnical Management of Waste and Contamination,
(Fell, R, Phillips, To, Gerrard, C, eds) Balkema 1993.
(2) Marley, M. "Accreditation and Registration of Engineers- an Australian
Perspective", Proceedings, 4th ASEE/AaeE Global Colloquium on Engineering
Education, Sydney, Australia , 2005.
(3) Marley, Mike, Greg Dryden, Geoff Eades, Edwin Brown and Gary Huftile.
2007. The Geotectonics and Geotechnics of the Traveston Crossing Dam
Foundation . NZSOLD ANCOLD Conference, November, 2007 .
(4) Marley, M. "Turning Hindsight into Foresight- Leadership Lessons from a
Landslide", Proceedings, Engineering Leadership Conference, Melbourne,
Australia, 2006.
(5) Emeritus Professor T. Brown, Michael Marley ; "Estimating Rock Mass
Properties for Stability Analysis of New and Existing Dams", International
Commission on Large Dams 76th Annual Meeting , Symposium: "Operation,
Rehabilitation and Upgrading of Dams", Sofia, Bulgaria, 2008.
(6) Mike Marley: "Turning Hindsight into Foresight- Case Study: " International
Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering TC40, Forensic
Geotechnical Engineering, edited by Dr. V.V.S. Reo, October 2009 .
(7) Tariq Rahiman, Amanda Barrett, Greg Dryden, Mike Marley, Cecile Coli,
"Engineering Geology of Volcanic Rocks at the Connors River Dam Site, Central
Queensland"; Australian National Committee on Large Dams, Conference
"Dams: where to next in climates of change", Adelaide, Australia November,
2009.
(8) Amanda Barrett, Mike Marley, Tariq Rahiman, "I nvestigation and
Development of a Geotechnical Model for the Wyaralong Dam Site,
Queensland"; Australian National Committee on Large Dams, Conference "Dams
Decisions: Past Experiences, Future Challenges", Hobart, Australia 2010.
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Golder Associates pty Ltd
A.B.N. 64 006 107 857
611 Coronation Dnve
Toowong, Qld 4066. Australia
(PO Box 1734, Milton BC, 4064)
Telephone (07) 3721 5400
Fox (07) 3721 540 1
http://www.golder.com

24 December 2003

03632265-009

SMEC Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 940
SPRfNG HILL QLD 4004
Attention:

Mr Graham Read

Dear Sir,

RE:

BURNETI RIVER DAM ALLIANCE
CONSULTANCY AGREEMENT BETWEEN
SMEC AUSTRALIA PTY L TO AND
GOLDER ASSOCIATES PTY LTO

Returned herewith is a signed copy of the Burnett Dam Alliance - Consultancy Agreement
between SMEC Australia Pty Ltd and Golder Associates Pty Ltd
A copy of Golder Associates certificate of currency of PI Insurance cover was delivered to your
office on I 5/ 12/2003.

We note that coverage of this agreement is limited to design services and design advice during
construction and that site investigations and testing will be under separate agreement with Walter
Construction Group Ltd .
We look forward to continuing to work with you on this landmark water resources project.
Yours faithfully,
GOLDER ASSOCIATES PTY LTD

Mike Marley

Principal
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1st December 2003

Our Ref:
Your Ref:
Direct line:

BOC 4062 (Project No 33416)
Burnett Dam Alliance
(07) 3831 8988

Golder Associates Pty Ltd
PO Box 1734
MILTON BC. OLD. 4064
A TIENTION: MIKE MARLEY

BURNETT DAM ALLIANCE
CONSULTANCY AGREEMENT BElWEEN SMEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD AND
GOLDER ASSOCIATES PTY LTD

Dear Mike
Attached is a signed copy of the Burnett Dam Alliance - Consultancy
Agreement between SMEC Australia Pty Ltd and Golder Associates Pty Ltd.
Could you please sign the agreement and initial every page, copy and return
the original.
Can ycu also please forward evidence of the currency of your PI Insurance.
It snouic be :1oted that (as previously agreed) this agreement only covers
design services and design advice during construction. Site investigations and
testing shall be under a separate agreement with WALTER Construction Group
Ltd
I

Yc ~Jrs

iaithf
1ilv
I
,

Q l.D St.ate
At :.:~cnrr.er.t:

Co:, su!lancv Agr:Jernent

S MEC Australi3. P:Y Ltd

Leve: 2. 35 Astor Tcrr:1ce, ~ PR i NG HILL, Old. 4000
PO Box 940, SPRING HILL. Old. 4004
Telal-)hone: (07) 3 831 8988 Facsim 1le: (07) 3831 8977
SMEC HOLDINGS liMITED
SNOWY MOUNTAINS ENGINEERING CORPORATION liMITED
SMEC INTERNATIONAL PlY liMITED •·
• t
SMEC OPERATIONS PlY LIMITED '
SMEC VICTORIA PlY LTD
SMEC WEST PlY LTD

SMEC AUSTRAliA PTY liMITED
SMEC SERVICES PTY LIMITED

A
Q uality
Endorsed
Company
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BURNETT DAM ALLIANCE

SMEC Australia Pty Ltd

and

Golder Associates Pty Ltd

CONSULTANCY AGREEMENT

MAR.001.0036

1

THIS AGREEMENT is made on 1' December 2003
BETWEEN

SMEC Australia Ply Ltd (ABN 47 065 475 149) of Level 2, 35 Astor Terrace,
Spring Hill, OLD. 4004 (the "Alliance Participant");

AND

Golder Associates Ply Ltd (ABN 64 006 107 857) of 611 Coronation Drive,
Toowong, OLD. 4066 (the "Consultant")

RECITALS
A

The Alliance Participant requires the services of a consultant to perform the
Consultancy Services.

B

The Consultant has represented to the Alliance Participant that it has the skill and
expertise required tor the performance of the Consultancy Services in accordance with
this agreement.

C

In reliance on the Consultant's representations the Alliance Participant has agreed to
appoint the Consultant to perform the Consultancy Services on the terms set out in this
agreement.

OPERATIVE PROVISIONS
INTERPRETATION

1.1

Definitions
"Business Day" means a day on which is not a Saturday, Sunday or public or bank
holiday in Queensland.
"Confidential Information" means information in any medium (whether oral, written,
or otherwise) relating to the affairs of:
(a) the Alliance Participant or its Related Corporations, or
(b) the busmess partners of the Alliance Partictpant tncluding Burnett Water Pty Llt..l,
which the Consultant is informed or should reasonably expect is confidential or of a
commercially sensitive nature. It does not include information which is in or comes into
lhe public domain other than by disclosure by the Consultant in breach of this
agreement.
"Consultancy Fee" means the fee as calculated and set out in Schedule 1 to this
agreement.
"Commencement Date" means such date as specified in Schedule 1.
"Consultancy Period.. means the penod commenctng on the Commencement Date
stated in Schedule 1 (or sue' otl1r·r r!..,:c <:15 the parties rn<1:,• mutually agree) .., '•'
continuing until the Date tor Completion stated in Schedule 1 (or such other date as
the parties may mutually agree), or until terminated in accordance with this agreement,
whichever occurs first.
"Consultancy Services" means duties including, but not limited to those listed in
Schedule 1 as may be varied by the Alliance Participant from time to time.
"Date for Completion" means such date as specified in Schedule 1.
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"Documentation" means documents in any medium produced by the Consultant for
the performance of the Consultancy Services including plans, drawings, specification,
calculations, models, software, computer programs and records.
"Intellectual Property" includes all current and future copyright, trade mark, design,
patent, semiconductor and circuit layout rights, whether registered or unregistered,
trade secrets, confidential information and know-how, trade, business or company
names, and any rights to register such rights.
"Loss" means loss, cost, damage or expense including consequential or indirect
financial losses, loss of profit, compensation, charges and costs (including the party's
own or their solicitor's costs).
"Mai n Contract" means the Contract between the Alliance Participant and Burnett
Water specified in Schedule 1.
"Project" means the design and construction of the Burnett River Dam as described in
the Alliance Agreement between the Alliance Participant and others, and Burnett
Water Pty Ltd.
"Program" means a program required pursuant to clause 4.2.
"Related Corporation• has the same meaning as related body corporate in Section 50
of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).
1.2

Construction

Unless expressed to the contrary, in this Contract:
(a) words in the singular include the plural and vice versa;
(b) any gender includes the other genders:
(c) if a word or phrase is defined its other grammatical forms have corresponding
meanings:
(d) "includes" means includes without limitation;
(e) no rule of construction will apply to a clause to the disadvantage of a party merely
because that party put forward the clause or would otherwise benefit from it;
(f)

a reference to:
(i)

a person includes a partnership, joint venture, unincorporated association,
corporation and a government or statutory body or authority;

(ii)

any legislation or subordinate legislation 1ncludes any corresponding later
legislation or subordinate leg1slat1on;

(iii)

an obligation includes a warranty or representa!lon and a reference to a
failure to comply with an obligation includes a breach of warranty or
representation;

(iv)

a right includes a benefit, remedy, discretion and power;

(v)

time is to local time in Queensland;

(vi)

"S" or "dollars" is a reference to Australian currency;
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(vii)

this or any other agreement includes the document as novated, varied or
replaced and despite any change in the identity of the parties;

(viii) writing includes any mode of representing or reproducing words in tangible
and permanently visible form, and includes facsimile transmission; and
(ix)

this agreement includes all schedules and annexures to it; and

(g) where time is to be calculated by reference to a day or event, that day or the day
of that event is excluded.
1 .3

Headings
Headings do not affect the interpretation of this agreement.

2
2.1

ENGAGEMENT OF CONSULTANT
Duration
The Alliance Participant engages the Consultant and the Consultant shall provide the
Alliance Participant with the Consultancy Services as and when required during the
Consultancy Period in accordance with this agreement.

2.2

Consultant to Perform
The Consultant shall provide all things incidental to the provision of the Consultancy
Services. Any additional thing provided by the Alliance Participant will remain the
property of its owner and will not become the property of the Consultant.

3
3.1

MAIN CONTRACT
Consultant to Assist
The Consultant must not hinder the Alliance Participant from complying with its
obligations under the Main Contract identified in Schedule 1 The Consultant will do tis
best to asstst such compliance

3.2

Functional Specification
Work undertaken by the Consultant must conform with the Functional Spectfication
which forms part of the obligations under the Main Contracttdentified in Schedule t

3.3

Conflicting Provisions
In case of conflict between the provisions of the Main Contract which are expressed to
form part of this Agreement and the other clauses of this Agreement, then unless
provided otherwise, the clauses of this Agreement have precedence.

4
4.1

RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONSULTANT
Consultant to inform itself
The Consultant must at all times during the performance of the Consultancy Services,
inform itself of the Alliance Participant's requirements in relation to the Consultancy
Services and must, for that purpose, consult the Alliance Participant during the
proviston of the Consultancy Services and attend meetings at the Alliance Participant's
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request to ensure the proper, effective and timely provision of the Consultancy
Services.

4.2

Performance
The Consultant must:
(a) if required and in the timeframe specified by Schedule 1, submit to the Alliance
Participant a Program for carrying out the Consultancy Services;
(b) ensure that the Consultancy Services are performed in a careful, diligent , proper
and efficient manner as normally exercised by consulting engineers in similar
circumstances;
(c) comply with all directions, restrictions and regulations of the Alliance Participant
made or given from time to time;
(d) devote such time, attention and abilities as may be necessary to perform the
Consultancy Services in the agreed manner; and
(e) ensure that employees and subcontractors retained to perform the Consultancy
Services are competent to perform those Consultancy Services they have been
retained to perform.

4.3

Time Limits
The Consultant shall comply with all reasonable time limits imposed by the Alliance
Participant for the performance of the Consultancy Services.

4.4

Working Hours
Subject to any restrictions that arise by operation of the law, the Consultant will work
whatever hours are necessary to fulfil its obligations under this agreement.

4.5

Good Faith
The Consultant shall act with good faith in all of the Consultant's dealings with the
Alliance Participant.

4.6

Warranties
The Consultant warrants that:
(a) the Consultancy Services will comply with all laws applicable to them; and
(b) Documentation will be suitable for the purposes for which it is requ1red and will be
detailed and as comprehensive as reason<1bly practical given the nc:-:turnl mnterials
being assessed.

4. 7

Subcontracting and assignment
The Consultant must not subcontract any of the Consultancy Services, or assign its
rights under this agreement, without the prior written approval of the Alliance
Participant. The Alliance Participant may give or withhold approval in its absolute
discretion. Any subcontracting shall not relieve the Consultant from any liability or
obligation under this agreement.

5
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The Consultant agrees the Alliance Participant may assign its rights under this
agreement to Burnett Water Ply ltd.
4.8

Personnel
The Consultant shall assign such personnel as it may think fit for the performance of
the Consultancy Services but shall advise the Alliance Participant in advance of any
change in such personnel. The Alliance Participant may in its absolute discretion
require the removal of any person it considers unsuitable for the provision of the
Consultancy Services.

4.9

Errors in the Consultancy Services

Errors and omissions in the Consultancy Services performed by the Consultant must
be rectified by the Consultant at no cost to the Alliance Participant. If any error or
omission in the Consultancy Services causes the Alliance Participant to incur any Loss
then the Consultant indemnifies the Alliance Participant for that Loss.
5

5 .1

CONSULTANCY FEE
General
As consideration for the proper performance of the Consultancy Services, the Alliance
Participant will pay to the Consultant the Consultancy Fee.

5.2

Time for invoicing and payment
The Consultant must give the Alliance Participant a suitably formatted invoice for the
Consultancy Fee at the times specified in Schedule 1. Subject to the other provisions
of this agreement, the Consultant's invoices will be payable within the time specified in
Schedule 1.

5.3

Form of invoices
The reference tn clause 5.2 to "su•tably formatted invo•ce" means an invo•cc tn n IO"ll
approveu by the Alliance Parttctpant that:
(a) is reasonably descriptive of the Consultancy Services provided by the Consultant;
and
(b) is in a style considered by the Alliance Participant to be reasonably acceptable for
the purposes of processing payment, recording relevant details and any required
reg ulatory purpose (including as to taxation).

5.4

Set off

'ioJ tBlOut 11rntling the Alliance Patt•Ctpant's rights under ony provts•on o: ilus u~r<;CillE:nt,
the Allinncc Pnrttcipant may deduct from any moneys due to thr.o Consultant ;~ny sum
\' •·wh . , ' ''li;mce PnrtiCIJli1111
•. 'S 11<'Vablc h)' ., (.! c,..,..-~,,·:-"! i" :11 .''' ;-pr
Parttctpant, whether or not:
(a) the Alliance Participant's claim to payment arises by way of damages, debt,
restttution or otherwise; or
(b) the factual basis giving rise to the Alliance Partictpant's clatm to payment arises
out of this agreement, any other contract, or is independent of any contract.

6
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Nothing in this clause will affect the right of the Alliance Participant to recover from the
Consultant the whole of any such moneys or any balance that remains owing.
6

6.1

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
Defined terms
In this clause 6, terms which are defined in the A New Tax System (Good and Services
Tax) Act 1999 have the same meaning as those terms have in that Act.

6.2

GST exclusive amounts
Unless otherwise expressly stated, the Consultancy Fee and any other amounts due to
the Consultant are exclusive of GST.

6.3

Payment in respect of Consultant's GST liability
Subject to clause 6.4, in addition to any payment obligation of the Alliance Participant
for a taxable supply in connection with this agreement, the Alliance Participant must
pay to the Consultant the GST payable by the Consultant on any taxable supply under
this agreement.

6 .4

Reimbursement of expenses
Where the Alliance Participant is required to reimburse any expense incurred by the
Consultant, the amount reimbursed will be the amount of the expense net of any input
tax credits to which the Consultant is entitled in respect of the expense.

6.5

Recipient generated tax invoices
The Alliance Participant may elect to issue to the Consultant a copy (and retain the
original) of a recipient generated tax invoice with respect to the Consultancy Services
rendered by the Consultant. If the Alliance Participant does so elect, then the
Consultant must:
(a) not 1ssue tax invv;ces to the Alliance Part1c1pant, and
(b) notify the Alliance Participant if it ceases to be registered for GST or if it ceases to
satisfy any of the requirements of the Commissioner of Taxation relating to the
issue of a recipieni ycnerated tax invoic e.

7

7.1

CONSULTANT'S EXPENSES
General
The Consultan t acknowledges and agrees that all expenses incurred by it in c<~rr\'in~:
out the Consult<::~' i' _, ·, ,, es are the respons1b1hty oi tlw C ;lsult<~nt <1nd me c ...
to he included in th:: r:o. sult<1ncy Fcc (other than expc·n" s prorerly incurred b 1 t '
Con~ult<l'll fo· i"
I
I'' whir:;h <Jrc r>•:prr-~c'·
· ·,, Srhcclul· • ·
agreement as being lulmbursed by the Alliance PartiCipant r·Rellllbu rsable Exp(,;n.,. ~ J

7 .2

Reimbursable Expen ses
Any Reimbursable Expenses claim ed by the Consultant pursuant to clause 7. I must
be detailed in the invo:cc submitted by the Consult<~ n t pursuant to clause 5.2 and n.ust
be substantiated to the Alliance Participant's reasonable satisfaction.

7
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8

8.1

INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE
Consultant's indemnity
The Consultant will indemnify the Alliance Participant, its Related Corporations and all
of their officers, directors, employees, agents and successors from any liability or for
any claims associated with or arising from provision of the Consultancy Services which
relate to:
(a) any failures by the Consultant to comply with its obligations under clauses 4.2 or
4.3; and
(b) any negligence or breach of law by the Consultant in the performance of the
Consultancy Services.
However, the Consultant's obligation to indemnify the Alliance Participant shall be
reduced proportionally to the extent that the liability or claim was contributed to by an
act or omission of the Alliance Participant, or any other person for whom the Alliance
Participant is legally responsible.

8 .2

Professional Indemnity insurance
The Consultant must obtain and maintain from the commencement date of the
Consultancy Period until 6 years after either the completion of the Consultancy
Services or the earlier termination of this agreement, professional indemnity insurance
to at least the amount in Schedule 1 in respect of legal liability arising from negligence
in the provision of professional services or breach of professional duty. The insurance
must also cover vicarious liability for negligence in the provision of professional
services or breach of professional duty by subcontractors (if any).

8.3

Other insurances
The Consultant must effect the following insurance policies (with a reputable insurer
approved by the Alliance Participant) prior to commencing the Consultancy Services
and ensure that they remain current for the duration of this agreement (and must
ensure that any subcontractor is similarly insured):
(a) insurance in respect of damage or destruction to or liability arisiny in connection
with the usc of the Consultant's own mobil •~ plant and equipment (inclucling motor
veh1cles); and
(b) workers' compen sation insurance of the type and to the level requ1red at law 111 the
State that the Consultancy Services are being performed.

8.4

Evidence required
The Consulta;ll musi prouu.;u on demand 1') 111e Alliance Part ti..IP"' .: suff1c:ct ;i
evidence tlictl ''"- i;,:;ur;>nct~s ruquireJ unlit:! • ,,.,sus 8 2 and 8.3 <:1! ~" ... c 11•:<11
t!ff .....ckd ,
1
;:; ''", · ',
.,. ..;u. tile Alhanc.._
· : ..
itself effect 1110 insurance. The cost oi do111g so <lnd maintaining such 1nsurnnco l'illl be
a debt due from the Consultant to the Alliance Participant.

9
9.1

CONFIDENTIALITY AND PUBLICITY
Confidential Information
The Consultant agrees that:

8
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(a) except as authorised or required by this agreement. it will not reveal to any person,
allow the disclosure to any person or permit any person to access any Confidential
Information which may come to its knowledge before, during or after the
Consultancy Period, except to the Alliance Participant or such other persons
authorised in writing by the Alliance Participant;
(b) it will keep completely confidential all Confidential Information entrusted or
disclosed to it ;
(c) it will only use the Confidential Information in the course of providing the
Consultancy Services and will not use or attempt to use the Confidential
Information in any manner which may or may be likely to injure or cause loss
either directly or indirectly to the Alliance Participant;
(d) unless otherwise agreed by the Alliance Participant, it will positively guard against
the direct or indirect disclosure of the Confidential Information to any third party
and it will store all Confidential Information in its possession, custody or control
securely, so as to minimise the risk of loss, destruction or unauthorised access;
(e) if it is uncertain as to whether any information is Confidential Information, it will
treat that information as Confidential Information unless the Alliance Participant
advises it to the contrary;
(f)

when requested by the Alliance Participant, and in any event upon the expiry or
termination of this agreement, it will immediately return all Confidential Information
in its possession, custody or control to the Alliance Participant;

(g) it will indemnify the Alliance Participant and its Related Corporations and any third
parties to whom the Alliance Participant or its Related Corporations hold an
obligation of confidence in relation to the Confidential Information (altogether "the
Owners") for any loss, damage, costs or expenses suffered or incurred by any of
the Owners as a result of a breach by the Consultant of this clause; and
(h) it will notify the Alliance Participant immediately if it becomes aware of any
unauthorised access to, disclosure of or misuse of any of the Confidenltal
Information.
9.2

Publicity
The Consultant must ensure that il.
any) and t11eir employees:

11~

cmr;loyees. the

Co n sulte~nt's

subcontractors (if

(a) do not issue any information, pul>lic<Jtron or other documents for publicatron
concerning the Project, the Consultancy Services , the site where the Burnett R1ver
Dam will be constructed, or 8urn ·It '."!ater Pt y Ltd. without the prior wntten
-;prrc '"' of the Alliance P1r '•r
(I>) fl,r e::ct , II onqLunes \·. tucr
'-' ••lo.J

'

t~

• r

) St:J Ji(l:...) \ • I·

,..,.,~1ve
f ll:o

111
i

r r:sp~.:c: ol tile ProJ• r;

fiiVl'l

,,.l ',\

, ·C

0 __.

!r.e
0

.1

Burnett Water Pty Ltd from ttl•. tl l(.tilc> , ~overnment ofi1CCIS or rep resentatives of
any outside org anisations to the /\lli<lncc Participant:
(c) do not make any statements to the
organisallons in respect of matters
Serv1ces, th e site where the Burne:ll
Water Pty Ltd, without the prior wr1tten

media, governmen t off1c ers or to outstde
concerning the ProJect. the Consultancy
Ptv-er Dam w1ll be constructed. or Burnutt
approval of the Alliance Participant; and
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(d) co-operate fully with the Alliance Participant 1n connection with any publications,
statements or other publicity which it, in its discretion, elects to engage in, in
respect of the Project.

9.3

Survival of obligations
The obligations of the Consultant under this clause 9 survive termination of this
agreement.

10
10.1

11
11.1

ALLIANCE PARTICIPANrS PROPERTY
Upon the termination of this agreement, irrespective of the time, manner, or cause of
that termination, the Consultant must immediately return to the Alliance Participant any
documentation and other property of the Alliance Participant or its Related
Corporations which is in the possession, custody or control of the Consultant.
TERMINATION

Termination for convenience
The Alliance Participant may terminate this agreement at any time, for any reason, by
giving 14 days written notice to the Consultant.

11 .2

Termination for default
The Alliance Participant may terminate this agreement immediately by written notice to
the Consultant if:
(a) any director of the Consultant, or any employee of the Consultant involved in the
provision of the Consultancy Services, is convicted of any offence involving fraud
or dishonestly which is materially damaging to the property, business or reputation
of the Alliance Participant;
(b) the Consultant fails to comply in any material respect wtth the terms of this
agreement of with any lawful direction given by the Alliance Participant:
(c) the Consultant has a receiver or receiver and manager or administrator or
liquidator or provisional liquidator appointed or if a petition is presented for the
appointment of a provisional liqu dator: or
(d) the Consultant ts unal)le to pay its debts when they fa ll due or compounds with tts
creclitors or asstgns any of its assets for tho bcneftt of creditors.

11 .3

Entitlements on Termin ation
On te rm ~n at to n of tht:> agreemen t pur!.u::>m tn ·t 1<; c•, ur.o 1 1. tile All•<•ncc Part•c•ran: \',•til
p:1y to the Consultar.: the: amount o' .tr::t Con:;, :n:v.y r ec :Jncl Rt.:m IJursable Expenses
0":;ing pursu;"Jnt to c'~usc 5 or 7 "" to <111'1 ,.. -It r nC,~ tile ela te of termination of th•s
• '"'f(
I( ·1t
P#""t"rn.-.
' ll
•I
to !I I
r
'I ~""l :
I ;vv ~
tltscha rgo of n il claii""'S and domiln• f (>' l •· Cc, <;t 11,1"' '!.JiliiiSt tt ,,_; /\flta•lct:. f',:rt•c•,>•m:
in respect of this agreement. The Consultant is rw • on tttled to claim any compens:1t1on
or damages from the Alliance Participant in respect of the term1nation.
0

(';

I
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12
12.1

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Assignment to the Alliance Participant

All Intellectual Property arising as a result of the provision of the Consultancy Services
and all material including but not limited to Documentation, data and samples
("Materials~) developed or created in connection with the Intellectual Property are
assigned to the Alliance Participant by the Consultant. The Consultant will not
challenge or dispute the Alliance Participant's ownership of the Intellectual Property
and the Materials
12.2

Intellectual Property provided by the Alliance Participant

All Intellectual Property in materials which the Alliance Participant or its Related
Corporations provide for the purposes of the Consultancy Services but which are
owned by the Alliance Participant or its Related Corporations prior to the dale of this
agreement will remain the property of the Alliance Participant or its Related
Corporations, as the case may be. The Alliance Participant or its Related Corporations
grants to the Consultant a non-exclusive and non-transferable licence to use or
reproduce such materials solely for the purposes of providing the Consultancy
Services.
All materials referred to in this clause 12.2 must be returned to the party that owns that
material immediately upon request by such party or upon the termination or expiration
of this agreement.
12.3

Warranty and indemnity by the Consultant

The Consultant warrants that any Intellectual Property supplied by the Consultant and
embodied in or used in connection with the Consultancy Services is the sole property
of the Consultant or the Consultant is legally entitled to use the Intellectual Property for
the provision of the Consultancy Services.
The Consultant shall indemnify the Alliance Participant against any liability arising from
or in connection with others making claims in respect of the ownership of, or rights to
use, any Intellectual Property which the Consultant uses, provides or creates under
this agreement or for the Project.
13
13.1

DISPUTES

Notice or dispute and meetin g
If a dispute arises between the Consultant and the Alliance ParticiiJant concernin g any
other matter arising under this agreement ("'DisiJute··) then e1ther part y may deliver by
hand or sene! by certified mail a n0t1ce of Disnu•o i!' \··ri:·r''l ic•entifyi ng and provicling
details of H 0 Oispute

1 'l ?

Continue to per form
Notw lth~t<Jnurng the c xistcm.L. ol <: Drsput.::., '-"~ , ,><. -~· n .:·t _untrnuo 10 pcrlorrn 11s
obligations under thiS agreement. l he existe:nce oi a IJISpute: \',ill not prejudice eitl1er
party's right to terminate this agreement for any reason.
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13.3

Procedure
(a) Within 10 days of service of a notice of Dispute, senior executives with authority to
resolve the dispute from the Alliance Participant and the Consultant must meet
and, in good faith, attempt to resolve the Dispute.
(b) If within 21 days of the first meeting under clause 13.3(a), the Dispute is not
resolved, the matter may be litigated.

13.4

Condition precedent
Each party expressly agrees not to commence any action in any court in relation to a
dispute (other than where a party seeks urgent injunctive or declaratory relief) unless
and until all of the provisions of this clause 13 have been met.

14

MISCELLANEOUS

14.1

Nature of relationship
The Consultant shall provide the Consultancy Services to the Alliance Participant as an
independent contractor. The Consultant and any employee, agent or personnel of the
Consultant will not be:
(a) in partnership or in any joint venture relationship with the Alliance Participant; or
(b) an employee, servant or agent of the Alliance Participant.

14.2

Variation
This agreement may only be varied, supplemented or replaced by a document in
writing duly executed by the parties.

14.3

Severance
II anything 1n th1s agreement is unenlorceable, illegal or vo1c.J then 11 IS severed and the
rest of the agreement remains in force.

14.4

Waiver and Exercise of Rights

'ne li'lilure of the All i::mce Par1ic1p<1nt to cxerrist? ;:~ Jl'''.l<'
•!or>s not operate t~s a waiver of that power or right
14.5

<Y

111}' .nr, ··I' is <l()'eemr ·I

Governing Law
rt1.s agreement will be governed and construed 111 acco1ciancu ·:.•tn lni'IS apphcaule 111
· '1IC of Ot 'P.r s,q, I·· · ·1 tJw piHtlc s sul>lnl' ;r, 11 , 1 >· r
1r d r.:ror t': 1
, 1 :~ of OueL'nstnncl e~nO cot,iS tllctj lie ve Ill! sd' · ·
I tOil' the

·~

I

1•• •

'Jl!liS

• 1.t. ' Unclcrstilnding
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14.7

Legal Costs
Subject to any express provision in this agreement , each party must bear its own legal
and other costs and expenses relating directly or indirectly to the preparation of, and
performance of its obligations under, this agreement.

14.8

Notices
Any notices or other communication under this agreement will be in writing and
delivered personally or by pre-paid ordinary mail or facsim ile number as below or as
otherwise notified:
SMEC Australia Pty Ltd
Street address:
Level 2, 35 Astor Terrace
Spring Hill, OLD, Australia 4064
Postal address:
P.0 . Box 940, Spring Hill, OLD, Australia 4004
Facsimile: (07) 3831 8977
Attention: Graham Read
Golder Associates Pty Ltd
Street address:
611 Coronation Drive
Toowong, OLD, Australia 4066
Postal address:
PO Box 1734, Milton BC. 4064
Facsimile: (07) 3721 5401
Attention: Mike Marley

14.9

Alliance Participant's representati ve
The person named as such in Schedule 1 or such person as the Alliance Participant
substitutes by wntten notice to the Consultant, shall act as the Alliance Pnrllc1pant's
representative to exercise functions of the Alliance Participant for the purposes o f the
ag reement:

14.10

Con sultnn t' s Re presen ta t ive
T11e JH·ISDn named as such 1n Schedule 1 or sue' • Jll.'rson as the Con~.i!·,.n: Slo >Slit :0:;
ily wr ·ten not1ce to the Alliance PartiCipant. shall 0ct ils ttw Conc·llllln' s r~..;Jr(~ nt; t1·1C
under the aareement and any d1rect1on given lly the Allianr.e P::HtiCIJ'rlll' to the
Consullilnt's Representative shall be taken as g1ven to the Consu1t1nt Tt>r· Consu t,1nt
Sl1a1 1.ot '".11>!'-tllute the Consultant's represent, · e l'illhout the p ·1or rr • <r " nt '"
; II,,
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SCHEDULE 1
CONSULTANCY SERVICES:
(Clause 1.1)

Refer Schedule 2- Scope of Works

COMMENCEMENT DATE:
(clause 1.1)

6:n October 2003

DATE FOR COMPLETION:
(clause 1.1)

1•• November 2005

PROGRAM:
(Clause 4.2(a))

Refer Schedule 4 - Program
Two programs are included, the target program and the
stretch program. The Consultant shall endeavour to
achieve due dates in accordance with the stretch
program but shall complete specified work no later than
the dates in the target program

CONSULTANCY FEE
(clause 1.1)

Refer Schedule 3 - Consultancy Fee & Expenses

REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES:
(clause 7.1)

Refer Schedule 3- Consultancy Fee & Expenses

TIME FOR SUBMISSION OF
INVOICES:
(clause 5.2)

At the end of each calendar month within 5 days of the
last Friday in each month.
Timesheets shall be subm1tted at the end of each week
within 2 days of the end of each week.

TIME FOR PAYMENT OF
INVOICES :
(clause 5.2)

.
IAMOUNTOF PROFESSIOIJAL
INDEMNITY lrJSU I":tf !"'~.
(clause 8 2l
THE ALLIANCE
PARTICIPANT'S
REPRESLI JTATIVE:
(Cii!USe I .!:.1

I CONSULTAN T'S
nLP ri E!:>I '"''· L.
I (<.lau~e l·!. lu )

W1thin 45 days

--- - -

..
I .he
I
I'JC'I •r:a
S10 rrulll(l'1 an," one clam1 and 11
"':Jr.Jre..!'".

-

O:Jeenslflnfl S'<tle Manager- SI.1EI": f,ustml•;, f'tyl "I

PrinCIP<l Fnrunf"Pr- Golc1er Ami A<;sr iatPs Piv 1 111
1.1r 1.111.;,, '. :, rlr ,

J.t
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EXECUTED as an agreement.
EXECUTED by:

)
)

)
)
)
)
)

c" ~ t'ffi

Print name

)

fb) ·

EXECUTED by:

Golder Associates Pty Ltd
(ABN 64 006 107 857 ]

-

Witness

)

)
)

Print name
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

___
::::::;::::::=Witness

)
)
)

Print name

15
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SCHEDULE2
Scope of Works

a) Provide a Geotechnical Engineer full time in the Project Design Office (approximately 60
days duration) to co-ordinate collection of available geotechnical data, production of
excavation plans, foundation plans and other specialist inputs- refer b)
h) Provide specialist geotechnical inputs into the design of:
•

Collection and collation of data and production of Geotechnical Model

•

Foundation design

•

Foundation grouting I seepage control

•

Support of temporary and permanent excavations

•

Basalt treatment

•

Foundation design for Rotec Conveyor system

c) Provide specialist geotechnical input during dam construction into:
•

Mapping dam foundation

•

Advil:\: on foundation treatment /lc\c.:h

•

Alh icc: 011

c:>.c:~v;u i on

>UJ1J11ll t n.:qui1c:mc:nt'
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SCIIEDULE3
Consultancy Fee & Expenses
a) Fees will be paid at an agreed hourly rate for individual personnel assigned to the project
b) The maximum hours payable in any one day shall be 8 hours regardless of actual hours
worked-except for construction related activities on site.
c) Timesheets for staff shall be submilted weekly to the Alliance Participants Representative
for approval. Payment will only be made for time authorised by the Alliam:e Participants
Representative.
d) Payment will only be made for those personnel nominated in (g) below unless otherwise
agreed by the All iance Participants Representative in writing. Rates for staff other than
those nominated below shall be agreed in writing with the Alliance Participants
Representative prior to engaging these staff on the project.
e) Payment will not be made for any work that exceeds the allocated budgeted hours shown
in (g) below unless otherwise agreed by the Alliance Participants Representative in
writing.
f) Reasonable travel and accommodation expenses for work on the project site shall be

reimbursed at cost (exclusive of GST). No other expenses shall be payable unless
othel"\vise agreed by the Alliance Participants Representative in writing however approval
will not be unreasonably withheld.
g) The allocated hudget hours to perform th e swpe of work in Scheduk 2 are as fnii O\\ ':

Mike Marle_l!Dal'id Srnrr i11purs ro t\1/imrcc Mrmngeme11r Team a11d
St1t'C ioli<f ,\dr icc

Mike Marley
David StarT

( ;;·otu fUll(

S200.00 per hr
) I1'0.00 per hr

376hrs
100

11/ /.11~111<'1 I l, >fl /tlo ' o' II/

/'> t'/1

1 I ()//It 1

'120 00

(•0111 s

CiJ Ch e ner~
lolrn I t'~)'<'

II( lin ,

L>an ..:n \\ ehh

I (•()'" s

Dr :rfting

':lllii'

,.,,.r ,,.d ';'""" .\(
C'oHs

So. ooo

a .1 10!

'"

5.75.200
"18.000

pc'l

In

S I 0:1.00 per In

·..,) 7 ,(,l)()

<;,(,,)(){)

\ 1(1() (\() j\l'l

I

\I (>.00(1

p..:r

111

":-I'J.200
<:.(,,000

::, I~().()()

S/."i.OO per I
\ 221J.0() I,,., I

iored " ith de l'c/Ofling tlotn ho <!'

1111d

'

\ >.( o()()

ii< Ofl'cllll ical model
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Geologists inputs during constmction
Greg Rogos
Garth Forster
David Starr

TOTAL

460hrs
460hrs
80hrs

$85.00 per hr
$100.00 per hr
$180.00 per hr

$39,100
$46,000
$ 14,400

$328,400

h ) Golders Associates Pty Ltd Stage inputs will be reimbursed to the maximum sum of
$20,000 progress ively at the rate of $2.000 per month.
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SCHEDULE 4
Program

Refer to Target Program (8 pages) and Stretch Program (8 pages) attached
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ALLIANCE

DESIGN BRIEF FOR THE
DETAILED DESIGN OF
BURNETT DAM

Date:
November 8, 2003

Design Team Member:

Michael Marley

Position:

Lead Geologist I Geotechnical Engineer

This Design Brief provides a list of general and specific tasks which the design team
member is expected to carry out during the detailed design stage for Burnett Dam.
Additional tasks and responsibilities may be added as the design develops or the project
moves into the construction stage.

General Tasks:
I
2

3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12

Review existing design of the Stage 2 submission
Review Functional Specification and basis of design of the Stage 2 submission
Prepare basis of design and list of design standards adopted for the detailed design
Supervise and manage the detailed desi gn tasks agreed with the Design Team
Leader -Dam within the time shown on the design programme
Maintain a record of design developments, design sketches, files and calculations
Attend design meetings and pre2are p_rogJ"_ess reports as required
Review information and designs provided by others and assess the impact this may
have on the design and any need for modifications of the already completed design
Assist other design team members by providing information on time which is
required for the execution of other design tasks
Review design calculations and drawings
Review designs carried out by others
Contribute to the preparation of design reports and construction specifications
Maintain a record of the time spent for each design task and report progress (%
complete) and any relevant issues on a weekly basis to the Design Team Leader Dam.
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ALLIANCE

DESIGN BRIEF FOR THE
DETAILED DESIGN OF
BURNETT DAM

Date:
November 8, 2003

Specific Tasks:
Specific Project Tasks comprise the geological and geotechnical assessment of the
project site and provision of geotechnical advice to the civil design team responsible for
the design of Burnett Dam. Project tasks include:

I
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Preparation of geological model of foundation conditions
Site investigations and mapping
Assessment of excavation requirements
Design of foundation treatment requirements
Slope stability analysis
Design of erosion protection works
Identification of quarry and borrow areas
Assessment of construction materials
Miscellaneous works
Geology and Geotechnical Design Report

Key quality and functionality perfonnance indicators are to :
•
•
•
•

Meet or exceed the requirements of the Functional Specifications
Achieve the required quality of the finished product
Achieve a whole oflife design outcome
Achieve practical, technical, time for completion and value for money
improvements for any alternative design

Estimated Time:

50 man-days starting October 2003 and completion as shown on
the Des ign Programme
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ALLIANCE

19/02/04

: 20.02.01 .02
: (03632265-523)
I

FROM:

( Brett Collins
· - . . - . I __...,...__

·----

-·--

. ...

TO:

·-

: Andreas Neumaier, Richard Herweynen

----

. .. ..

. . -·-

-----

---- -·

-· ···---·

--· -· - ..

cc TO: ; Steve Johnson, Mike Marley, David Starr
SUB_J E_C_!.:

-..-·.

. .. --·-- _,_. ·- -· -------.
! COMPANY: BDA

. . ---+ . --- ---·· . .

\ COMPANY: · 8DA

! ~ssues re9.~-r~in~ P?tential for erosion do~~st~e_am of Spiltways

Introduction
The purpose of this correspondence is to review the adequacy of protection measures
against the potential erosion of soils/weathered rock downstream of the apron, particularly in
the areas between Chain age 720 m and 1020 m; and possibly on the left abutment.

Background
We have undertaken a review of treatments proposed as part of Stage 2 works by both BOA
and Thiess. The paper ''Erodability" (1995) by G.W. Annondale has also been reviewed
(referred to in the Thiess submission).
The following is a summary of discussions presented by both BOA and Thiess in their
submrssions:
1 . The BDA Stage 2 submission includes provision of an apron between 20 m and 25 m
wide immediately downstream of the primary and secondary spillways; and training
wafls at both abutments. There appears to be no detail for protection of natural
stratum immediately downstream of the apron (refer to drawing No. 207 & 208).
The BOA submission included the secondary spfllway founded at shallow depth within
the extremely to distinctly weathered Goodnight Beds (this was based in part on

~~#SMEC

n

MACMAI-101'1
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favorable results from stability analyses undertaken using available geotechnical and
hydraulic information).

2. The Thiess submission included estimates of hydraulic forces associated with various
flow conditions, as well as an erosion protectron threshold for the Goodnight Beds.
Effects ot erosion within the Basalt were ignored due to the strength, wide defect
spacing and limited exposure of the Basalt to direct impact f\ows. Their analysis
indicated that within the primary spillway, for some flow conditions, significant erosion
of weaker areas within the Goodnight Beds was possible and therefore it would be
necessary to provide a downstream apron with down stream deflector {similar to the
BDA design).
Within the abutment sections, hydraulic forces could potentially erode weaker areas of
Goodnight Beds. Recommendations were made by Thiess for provision of an
anchored shotcrete lined channel to divert flow back into the main stream (variation to
BOA design).
Within the secondary spillway, hydraulic forces could potentially erode the upper
weathered rock to expose the moderately weathered Goodnight Beds at depth.
Thiess recommended founding the secondary spillway within the moderately
weathered rock (nominal founding tevel El 66) and therefore below the potential
erosion level. The submission also incfuded aUowance for rock backfill immediately
downstream of the dam (0.3 to 1.1m particle size) to protect foundations from direct
erosion as well as possible downstream "headcutting" (up to 5m depth).
In general tenns, the paper by Annandale explains that for erosion to occur, the energy
dissipation of the hydraulic flow must be greater than the impacted materials resistance to
erosion. The paper provides energy dissipation formulae for four differing flow patterns which
include open channel flow, changes in bed slope, hydraulic jumps and headcutting.
A materials' resistance to erosion is a function of its Erodability Index. This index is a product
of several geologicar parameters which can be readily measured in the field . The paper
includes a series of tables that provide various parameter vafues for differing hydraulic
conditions. The function between the erodabi\ity index and the energy dissipation is
presented graphically based on the on 150 field observations.

The current BOA design includes an apron along the secondary spillway. However, there is
potential for significant erosion of materiafs immediately down-steam of the apron under
certain flow conditions, from either headcutting action or scour along the downstream sm of
the apron. It is anticipated that the most vu~nerable section exists between CH 720 and
CH1020 (a significant area of erodible material wilt be exposed above tailwater leveJ for the 1
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in 10,000 year AEP flood - EL 79). Erosion in this area has the potential to advance to the
dam foundation and therefore de-stabilise the wall.
Consideration should perhaps be given to whether a lesser flood is in fact more critical from
an erodability perspective.
Consideration should be given to possible treatment of the excavation slopes immediately
downstream of the apron where taUwater levels at time of flow over the auxiliary spillway
during critical floods provides inadequate energy dissipation for protection against erosion
downstream of the apron. lt will be necessary to carry out design analyses in order to assess
practical treatments. A possible solution includes construction of a cut-off wall down to
medium strength rock (using cobble/boulder size rock fragments wrapped in geotextile). The
wall could be located under or adjacent to the downstream sill of the apron. It may also be
necessary to place rip-rap along the excavation face immediately adjacent to the apron.
The above advice could also apply to the left abutment, although further consideration would
need to be given to this area.
Regards,
Brett Collins
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From :
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Starr. David
Brett Collins CE-maill
Grea Rooos <site) CE-maill
FW: Protection requirements downstream of secondary spillway near diversion slot

Date:
Attachments:

Tuesday, July 6, 2004 4:26:47 PM
RHS Batter Protection.doc
Ch 590-635 Batter Protection.odf

Brett
We have gone as far as possible with general advice on this matter. We have asked if SMEC want us to
do an actual design of protective works. I had in mind excavation of a toe for placing geofabric/rock
armou r protection, using Greg's cross sections and area calcs as a basis for drawings.
I have asked Greg to keep you informed of any developments during the time I am away. Otherwise I can
deal with on my returtn.
Regards
David Starr
-----Original Message----From: Tim Griggs [mailto:t.griggs@bumettdam.com.au]
Sent: Tuesday, 6 July 2004 3:54PM
To: Richard Herweynen (HT)
Cc: grogos@golder.com.au; dstarr@go lder.com.au
Subject: FW: Protection requirements downstream of secondary spillway near diversion slot
Richard,
Golder's received the topo plan from the surveyor's and have estimated areal extent of batter from Ch
590-635 (majority is alluvial) :
- 720 m2 (full area Ch 590-635)
-125m 2 (area below EL 50)
My original photo of the area and a fax from Golder's is attached.
Golder's have not formally given an opinion on whether erosion would cause failure of the batter above
the outlet works,
however I assume if the 'critical downslope corner' erodes then this wou ld cause instability of the slope
above.
I cannot see how the alluvial can be removed in this corner without major excavation, so protection of
some sort is required.
Golder's have asked what exactly we want them to do with regard to specification I design of protection
works and what extent the protection should extend to.
At this stage we have only really asked for their opinion on whether erosion would cause failure of the
batter above the outlet works.
So ho would you like to proceed on this ?
Tim Griggs

-----Original Message-----

MAR.001.0076

From: David Starr [mailto:dstarr@golder.com .au]

Sent: Thursday, 10 June 2004 12:21 PM
To: Tim Griggs
Cc: Richard Herweynen (ext)
Subject: RE: Protection requirements downstream of secondary spillway near diversion slot
Tim/Richard
Tim , thanks for the info on flood levels.
Apart from the need to apply slope protection to the enti re batter (in the form of vegetation?), the crtical
downslope corner of the downstream batter could be protected w ith a zone of geofabric and rock armour.
The rocks could be basalt boulders recovered from site (there are some good candiates on the western
side of the pimple) .
It is a matter of deciding the areal extent of such protection - probably include the lower left portion of the
elipse marked on Tim's photo, presently occupied by excavation debris. At this point, there is an interface
between alluvium and basalt, and erosion could be anticipated here.
Richard/Tim, how would you like us to proceed with formalising this proposal? Do you have an extract
from a topo plan of the works, which show levels, so that we can advise on areal extent?
Regards
David Starr
Principal Geotechnical Engineer
Golder Associates
611 Coronation Drive, Brisbane
Phone 07 3721 5400
Fax 0737215401
Mobile 04 14 421 550
email: dstarr@golder com au
-----Original Message----From: Richard Herweynen [mailto:Richard.Herweynen@hydro.com.au]
Sent: Thursday, 10 June 2004 11:08 AM
To: Tim Griggs
Subject: RE: Protection requirements downstream of secondary spillway near diversion slot
Tim:
If the 1:1,000 AEP flood occu rs and the secondary spillway is overtopped then this alluvium will
erode away. I personally cannot see how this can really be protected to avoid it eroding . The
main issue that Golder can provide an opinion on is if this slope is undercut by spill will th e batter
slope fa il onto the outlet works. If so then the final completed may need protection and/or removal
to avoid this from occuring.
I always expected these alluvium batter slopes to have appropriate drainage and reveg itation.
I am interested to hear Golder's opinion, so please forward when you receive a response.
Regards
Richard Herweynen
-----Original Message-----

MAR.001.0077

From: Tim Griggs [mailto:t.griggs@burnettdam.com.au]

Sent: Thursday, 10 June 2004 10:03 am
To: Richard Herweynen; dstarr@golder.com.au

Subject: Protection requirements downstream of secondary spillway near diversion slot
Richard I David,
The excavation area manager (Chris Mercer) has requested information on what protection
requirements are required (if any) downstream of the secondary spillway apron near the
diversion slot. This would be about Ch 590 -Ch 660 of the dam.

I have attached an annotated photo of the location . The tailwater when the secondary
spillway overtops is about EL 60 which means that the area wou ld mostly be underwater.
However there would be turbulent water and this would cause a reasonable amount of
erosion. This erosion would not endanger the dam, however I am not sure how much
damage it would do to the diversion slot & outlet works.
Chris Mercer wanted to know if we were proposing any protection of the alluvial batters in
this location as access is limited and work would need to be commenced soon.
Regards,
Tim Griggs
Burnett Dam Alliance
Ph. (07) 3514 8223
Fax. (07) 3514 8245

---------------------- ---------This email and any attachments are confidential and/or contain
confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient
of this email, any use, interference with, disclosure or
copying of this material is unauthorised and prohibited . If you
have received this email in error please immediately advise the
sender by return email and delete this message from your system.
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